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Warning: 
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of the day as I listened to 

other speakers. 



Experiences 
•  The whole conference is about sharing 

content 
•  No sense preaching to the choir 
•  Thus: 

• What have we learned in 19 years? 



Experiences 
•  Focus on online educational resources for 

learners 
  Not on research publications 
  Not on guides on how to teach better 
  Not digital versions of books 
  Not collections of materials for lecture preparation 
  Not data collections (except for learners to evaluate 

as part of their learning) 



Experiences 
•  Focus on large enrollment introductory 

undergraduate courses and AP 
courses at schools 
  online 
  hybrid 
  online supplement or textbook replacement for 

traditional lectures 



Sharing of Resources 
•  Educators are about 

educating 
  That’s why they chose their job 
  They are motivated by things 

that help them teach effectively 
  But they don’t have infinite time 

•  Digital repositories/libraries/
resource pools/… are about 
sharing of resources 
  Goal: efficiently share effective 

teaching resources 



•  The key to re-usability is to create course-
context free resources 

•  In other words, same resource can be 
used in different contexts 

•  This means: 
 No button “next resource” 
 No button “back to course menu” 
 No wording such as “as we have previously 

seen” 
  etc 

Sharing of Resources 



Sharing of Resources 
•  Counter- 

Example: 

Pre-fabricated 
complete 
courses 



Sharing of Resources 
•  But wait! 

Just a random collection of more pre-
assembled stuff 



Sharing of Resources 
•  Counter-Example: 



Sharing of Resources 

Branding Another 
search 

Plenty of 
ways to get 
off-topic 

Different 
navigation 

No link back 



Sharing of Resources 
• Way-off topic 

Digital libraries that are 
basically catalogued link 
collections are no better 
than “surfing the web” 



Sharing of Resources 
•  You might as well: 

Same as 
NSDL 

Actually 
pretty 
good! 



Sharing of Resources 

So, what is 
the point of a 
digital library/
repository/
resource pool 
for education? 



Sharing of Resources 
•  Need value-added features beyond 

  catalogues and  
  community functions 

 which usually remain unused anyway 
•  Particularly for educational libraries: 

Provide infrastructure for using resources 
in educational contexts 



Sharing of Resources 
•  How do you use context-free re-usable 

resources in the context of a course? 
•  The system dynamically generates context 

for context-free resources: 
 Navigation (no getting lost!) 
 Contextual community functions 
  Feedback to instructors and authors 

•  Instructors and students are different! 
  Instructors select content that students get 
  Instructors customize the content 



•  In our environment (large enrollment 
undergraduate courses), you need an 
infrastructure to 
  Find resources in 

a library of resources 
  Sequence them up 

(put the puzzle together) 
  Serve them out to 

the students 
•  Example: LON-CAPA  

Sharing of Resources 



LON-CAPA Architecture 

WWW 

Interserver 

Web 

Student Computer 

Instructor 
Computer 

WWW 

Inter-Institutional 
Network of Servers Connecting 

Universities and Schools 



  Campus A   Campus B 

LON-CAPA Architecture 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 



  Campus A   Campus B 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

LON-CAPA Architecture 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 



Shared Resource Library 
•  The distributed network 

looks like one big file 
system 



Shared Resource Library 
•  Resources may be web pages … 



Shared Resource Library 
• … or simulations and animations … 



•  … or this kind of 
randomizing 
online problems 

Shared Resource Library 



  Campus A   Campus B 

LON-CAPA Architecture 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 



Resource Assembly 

•  Take shopping cart 
to the supermarket  



Resource Assembly 

•  Nested Assemblies 
•  No pre-defined levels of 

granularity („module“, 
„chapter“, etc) 
  People can never agree 

what those terms mean 
•  Re-use possible on any 

level 
 Customize your table of 

contents 



Resource Assembly 
Writes module about 
energy conservation 

Writes module about 
momentum 
conservation 

Compiles module 
about conservation 
laws 

Uses whole 
assembly 
in his course 



  Campus A   Campus B 

LON-CAPA Architecture 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 



Course Management 



Course Management 
•  Posting of materials 
•  Posting of homework 
•  Discussions 
•  Announcements 
•  Portfolios 
•  Scheduling 
•  Gradebook 
• … 



Course Management 
•  Instructors can 

directly use the 
assembled material 
in their courses 
  navigational tools for 

students to access 
the material 

  access rights 
management 

  timing 
  contextual 

discussions and 
messaging 



Course Management 

Assembled structure 
turns into the course 
navigation 

Organized around the 
content, not the 
resource type, e.g. 
embedded assessment 



Course Management 
•  Course overview/dashboard 



  Campus A   Campus B 

LON-CAPA Architecture 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Isn’t that 
rather 
monolithic? 



  Campus A   Campus B 

Dynamic Metadata 

Shared Cross-Institutional 
Digital Resource Library 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Resource Assembly 

Course Management 

Advantage: 
• Feedback from all 
levels 
• The system gets to 
know the resources 



•  Dynamic metadata from usage 
•  Assistance in resource selection („amazon.com“) 
•  Quality control 

Dynamic Metadata 



Dynamic Metadata 
•  More useful than static metadata 
•  Authors 

  spend hours writing beautiful resources 
  do not spend five minutes to fill out even the 

most basic information 
•  Dynamic metadata shows the resource “in 

action” 



The LON-CAPA Community 
•  Does this work? 
•  Does it scale? 



Shared Resource Library 

Shared content 
repository with 
over 400,000 
resources 

Almost 180,000 
online homework 
problems 



The LON-CAPA Community 

130 
member 
institutions 



The LON-CAPA Community 

USA: 108 

Canada: 7 
Germany: 3 

Turkey: 1 

Israel: 2 
South Korea: 1 

South Africa: 1 Brazil: 2 

High Schools, Colleges, and Universities 

… plus grant projects and publishing companies. 

Switzerland: 1 

Nigeria: 1 

Great Britain: 1 

Taiwan: 1 



The LON-CAPA Community 
•  Cross-institutional use 



The LON-CAPA Community 
•  Creates 

communities of 
practice! 

•  Connects 
colleagues 
doing the 
same thing 

•  Annual 
conferences 
and workshops 



The LON-CAPA Community 
•  Driving force: problems 

>80% reuse 
<30% reuse 



Sustainability 
•  And how is this sustained? 



Sustainability 
•  CAPA has been around since 1992, initially as pure 

homework/assessment system 
•  Since 1999: shared repository (“LON-CAPA”) 
•  19 years … with ups and downs 

  currently “down” – partner institutions have budget cuts 

•  Components of sustainability: 
  financial: 

•  staff 
•  hardware 
•  travel 

  ongoing software platform development 
  ongoing content contributions 
  increasing user community 
  scholarship 



Sustainability 
Lessons learned over 19 years: 
•  Have a clearly defined purpose – even if 

it precludes some funding “opportunities.” 
Don’t let money drive you! 

•  Be selective about whom you allow to 
contribute – but then give them freedom 

•  Distribute – a single institution is too fickle 
an environment 

•  Share the wealth – help your partner 
institutions get funding, publicity, etc. 



Clearly Defined Purpose 
•  You cannot be all things to all people 
•  Do not provide a random hodgepodge of 

“stuff” 
•  Otherwise, your users might as well just 

surf the web 
•  In LON-CAPA case: the decision makers 

(instructors) look for tested and trusted 
resources that they can put in front of their 
students 



Be Selective 
Be selective about whom you allow to 

contribute 
In case of LON-CAPA,  
•  only bona-fide schools, colleges, universities, 

and publishers can join the network 
•  only faculty/instructors at participating institutions 

can contribute content 
•  crackpots and folks with some random agendas 

damage your credibility – the agenda is 
education 



Be Selective 
•  Be selective about whom you allow to 

contribute – but then give them freedom 
•  In case of LON-CAPA: 

 No explicit peer-review 
•  hurdle to contributing 
•  bottleneck 

  But: implicit peer-review through dynamic 
metadata (usage tracking) 

  Another instructor choosing a resource for his 
or her course is peer-review! 



Content Stewardship 
•  Copyright stays with author (enforceable!) 
•  Developed before Creative Commons 
•  Authors can grant “right of use:” 

  public 
  system-wide by instructors for students 
  only within own institution 
  “custom” – very flexible 
  open-source: make derivative works 

•  Most authors use: 
  system-wide closed-source 



Content Stewardship 
•  Have responsibility for author contributions 

  Enforce licensing 
  Protect integrity of for example exam problems 
 Guarantee that the content remains accessible 



Distribute 
•  LON-CAPA is a “franchise” – local ownership 

  For example, at MSU 11,000 student course 
enrollments per semester running out of LON-CAPA 

  UIUC: 9,000 student course enrollments 
  SFU, Ostfalia, Ohio U, … 

•  Programmers and support staff paid by the 
partner institutions as part of their instructional 
support cost 

•  LON-CAPA development and support tied 
into universities’ core business 



Distribute 
•  Distributed at institutions: 

  Programmers 
(open-source software platform) 

  Scholarship 
  Support 
  “Marketing” 



Share the wealth 
•  Share the wealth – help your partner 

institutions get funding, publicity, etc 
 Make platform and content available for free 
 Grants do not need to come to you directly to 

help 
  Let other institutions do connected scholarship 
 Other people can do marketing for you 



Share the wealth 
Examples: 
•  Current EUR 200,000 grant to partner university in Germany – MSU 

does not get one cent of that directly, but project benefits greatly 
•  Current and past NSF-ASA and NSF-CCLI grants using LON-CAPA 

as platform – LON-CAPA benefits 
•  German university paid for booth at CeBIT exhibit two weeks ago 
•  Scholars at other universities publishing research papers and opinion 

pieces about LON-CAPA 
•  Students at various institutions doing 

thesis work on LON-CAPA 
•  School offering paid professional 

development on LON-CAPA to other 
schools 

•  Other universities hosting annual 
conferences 



How to Get Contributions 
•  Need this for their own teaching, 

contributions not purely altruistic 
•  Needs some critical mass of content: 

  If instructors find 80% of what they want for 
their course, but are missing some concrete 
things, they might be very willing to just 
contribute that “missing piece.” 

 Chicken before egg … 



How to Get Contributions 
•  Assurance that any content they generate 

today is going to keep being available 
  Investment has to pay off when teaching the 

course again a year, two years, n years from 
now 

  Provide security and stewardship for content 
 We still support content written in 1993 
  You are entrusted with that content! 



•  Faculty need to see impact: 
  Faculty have some urge to “broadcast” 
  They want to see things used 

•  Show authors how 
many students in 
how many 
courses at how 
many institutions 
used their stuff 

How to Get Contributions 



Direct Sustainable Income 
Direct sustainable income stream? 
•  Do not want to charge for software 

  Believe in open-source 

•  Do not want to charge the students 
  Education already expensive enough 

•  Micropayment schemes 
  Too cumbersome 
  Possible conflicts with institutional intellectual property policies 
  Textbook publishers don’t play 
  Educational content has no monetary value: universities sell 

degrees, not education 

•  Do not want to charge for service 
  Institutions can run LON-CAPA completely for free 



Direct Sustainable Income 
•  Spin-Off: eduCog, LLC 



Direct Sustainable Income 
•  Hosting of LON-CAPA for institutions that 

are unable or unwilling to run their own 
installation 

•  Attractive since LON-CAPA is also 
complete course management system 
(established cost center) 

•  Constant income 
stream from 
low-cost hosting fees 



Direct Sustainable Income 
•  Textbook Publishers 
• Warning: complicated mechanism! 
•  Publishers sell textbooks. Period. 
•  Instructors are decision makers for several 

hundred sales at a time 
•  Incentives for instructors: free ancillary 

materials, particularly online 
homework 



Direct Sustainable Income 
Textbook publishers pay spin-off company 

for 
•  coding ancillary materials 
•  hosting ancillary materials 
•  selectively open up these libraries for 

courses that adopted the textbook (digital 
rights management) 

•  constant income stream: publishers 
intentionally make problem libraries 
incompatible between editions 



Direct Sustainable Income 
•  Five major 

publishers 



SustainabilitySummary 
•  Sustainability is not easy to achieve 
•  Select exactly what you do and what you 

don’t do, and do it well 
  Be flexible if odd funding opportunities come 

up that support your mission 
  Tie into institutions’ core business and 

established cost centers 
 Don’t let random grant opportunities distract 

you from your mission – grant funding is nice, 
but not sustainable 

•  Create community 



Thank you! 
•  Thank you! 
•  Gerd Kortemeyer 

Michigan State University 
http://www.lite.msu.edu/kortemeyer/ 
korte@lite.msu.edu 


